Abstract The question we answer with this work is: can we convert a text document into an image to exploit best image classification models to classify documents? To answer this question we present a novel text classification method which converts a text document into an encoded image, using word embedding and capabilities of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), successfully employed in image classification. We evaluate our approach obtaining promising results on some well-known benchmark datasets for text classification. This work allows the application of many of the advanced CNN architectures developed for Computer Vision to Natural Language Processing. We test the proposed approach on a multi-modal dataset, proving that it is possible to use a single deep model to represent text and image in the same feature space.
We exploited a well-known property of word embedding models: semantically correlated words obtain similar numerical representation. It turns out that if we interpret real valued vectors as set of colors, it is easy for a visual system to cope with relationships between words of a text document. It can be observed that green colored words are related to countries, while other words, are represented with different colors.
features along with the choice of the best possible machine learning classifier. Traditional methods used in text classification such as n-grams [7] captured the linguistic structure from a statistical point of view, however, recent methods successfully employ deep learning techniques and CNNs for text classification [8, 15] . Image classification has a similar aim to text classification and recently CNNs have become the de-facto standard in this field [9, 12] .
Word embedding models [10,?,?] convert words or sentences into vectors of real numbers. Typically these Fig. 2 In this example, the word "pizza" is encoded into a visual wordt k based on Word2Vec feature vector with length 15. This visual word can be transformed into different shapess, varying the V parameter (in this example V = 2, 3, 6 superpixels) models are trained on large corpus of text documents to capture semantic relationships among words. Thus they can produce similar word embeddings for words occurring in similar contexts. We exploit this fundamental property of word embedding models to transform a text document into a sequence of colors, obtaining an artificial (encoded) image, as shown in Figure 1 . Intuitively, semantically related words obtain similar colors or encodings in the encoded image while uncorrelated words are represented with different colors.
We present a novel text classification approach to cast text documents into visual domain. Our approach transforms text documents into encoded images capitalizing on word embeddings. We evaluate the method on several large scale datasets obtaining promising and, in some cases, state-of-the-art results. In summary, main contributions of our paper include: -We present an approach to transform text documents into encoded images based on Word2Vec word embedding.
-A real-world multi-modal application based on the proposed approach that uses a single model to manage joint representations of image and encoded text.
A previous version of our encoding scheme was published in ICDAR 2017 [?] . In this work, we explore various parameters associated with encoding scheme. We extensively evaluate the improved encoding scheme on benchmark datasets. Furthermore, we present an application scenario based on our encoding scheme to fuse encoded text and image for multi-modal classification.
Related Work
Much of the work with deep learning methods for text documents involved learning word vector representations through neural language models [10,?] . This vector representation serves as a foundation of our work where word vectors are transformed into a sequence of colors. Tang et al. [13] adopted an ad-hoc model using three neural networks to encode the sentiment information from text. They concluded that word embedding models presented in [10] and [1] are not effective for sentiment classification.
There are many works in literature like [16, 14,? ,?] that deal with both images and texts to achieve semantic alignment. However, they need to employ different deep models making their approaches computationally intensive, reinforced by [?] . Moreover, they have to create ad-hoc loss functions to achieve the result. With our proposed method, to solve similar task we need just a single deep neural network. Zhang et al. [15] treated text as a raw signal at character level and employed deep architecture to perform text classification. Similarly, Conneau et al. [2] presented a deep architecture that operates at character level with 29 convolutional layers to learn hierarchical representations of text. This architecture is inspired by recent progress in computer vision [11, 4] . In our work, we leverage on recent success in computer vision, but instead of adapting deep neural network to be fed with text information, we propose an approach that converts text documents into encoded text. Once we have encoded text, we can apply stateof-the-art deep neural architectures. We compared our proposed approach with deep learning models based on word embedding and lookup tables along with the method proposed in [15] and [2] using same datasets. In Section 5, experimental results of our proposed approach are shown, highlighting that, in some cases, it overtakes state-of-the-art results while in other cases, it obtains comparative results.
Proposed Approach

Encoding Scheme
The proposed encoding approach is based on Word2Vec word embedding [10] . We encode a word t k belonging to a document D i into an artificial image of size W × H. The approach uses a dictionary F (t k , v k ) with each word t k associated with a feature vector v k (t k ) obtained from a trained version of Word2Vec word embedding model. Given a word t k , we obtained a visual wordt k having width V that contains subset of a feature vector, called superpixels (see example in Fig. 2) . A superpixel is a square area of size P × P pixels with a uniform color that represents a sequence of contiguos features (v k,j , v k,j+1 , v k,j+2 ) extracted as a sub-vector of v k . A graphical representation is shown in Fig. 4 . We normalize each component v k,j to assume values in the interval [0 . . . 255] with respect to k, then we interpret triplets from feature vector v k as RGB sequence. For this very reason, we use feature vector with a length multiple of 3.
The blank space s around each visual wordt k plays an important role in the encoding approach. We found out that the parameter s is directly related to the shape of a visual word. For example if V = 16 pixels then s must also have a value close to 16 pixels to let the network understand where a word ends and another begins. A CNN in the first convolutional layer mainly extracts features for a single superpixel (see the conv1 example in Fig. 5 ) and so it is important to understand if two activated superpixels belong to same or different visual words.
Each convolutional layer produces convolutive maps from input to the last layer, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 . We noticed that the first convolutional layer recognizes some particular features of visual words associated to single or multiple superpixels. Remaining CNN layers, instead, aggregate these simple activations to create increasingly complex relationships between words or parts of a sentence in a text document, similarly to image classification tasks.
CNN Configuration
We encode the text document in an image to exploit the power of CNNs typically used in image classification. Usually, CNNs use "mirror " data augmentation technique to obtain robust models in image classification. In this work, this parameter is removed because mirroring an encoded text image changes the semantics of text documents and thus hampers the result. Another way to increase the training data in image classification, is to "crop" a certain number of patches from each training image and to use them as input to the CNN. This process has been used and slightly improved results of our approach.
The "stride" parameter is very primary in decreasing the complexity of the network, however, this value must not be bigger than the superpixel size, because larger values can skip too many pixels, which leads to information lost during the convolution, invalidating results.
Dataset
In this section we provide an overview of several largescale data sets introduced in [15] which covers several classification tasks such as sentiment analysis, topic classification or news categorization. In addition, we used 20news-bydate dataset to test different parameters associated with the encoding approach. Table 1 reports a summary statistics of datasets. 20news-bydate. We used 20news-bydate version of 20news dataset available on the web 1 . We selected 4 major categories: comp, politics, rec and religion as described in [6] . These categories contain 7, 975 and 5, 319 samples for training and test sets respectively.
AG's news corpus. We used the version created by Zhang et al. who selected 4 largest classes from AG news corpus on the web [15] 2 . The number of training instances for each class is 30, 000 and 1, 900 for testing with each instance containing class index, title and description fields.
Sogou news corpus. Zhang et al. proposed a revised version of this dataset by selecting top 5 categories from the SogouCA and SogouCS news corpora. The number of training instances selected for each class is 90, 000 and 12, 000 for testing with each instance containing title and content fields [15] . This dataset is in Chinese language, Zhang et al. used a pypinyin package combined with the jieba Chinese segmentation system to produce the pinyin, a phonetic romanization of Chinese characters of words so that they were able to employ the same models for the English language without changes [15] .
DBPedia ontology dataset. This dataset was created by selecting 14 non-overlapping classes from DBPedia 2014. 40, 000 training samples and 5, 000 testing samples were randomly selected from these classes with each instance containing the title and abstract of each Wikipedia article.
Yelp reviews. Zhang et al. used Yelp Dataset Challenge 2015 dataset to perform two classification tasks [15] . The first task predicts stars assigned by the user and the other task predicts the polarity label by considering Amazon reviews. Zhang et al. used Amazon review dataset from Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) to perform full score prediction and create polarity prediction datasets [15] . The full dataset contains 600, 000 training samples and 130, 000 testing samples in each class, whereas the polarity dataset contains about 1, 800, 000 training and 200, 000 testing samples. 
Experiments
The aim of these experiments is threefold: (i) to evaluate configuration parameters associated with the en- coding approach; (ii) to compare the proposed approach with other deep learning methods; (iii) to validate the proposed approach on a real-world application scenario.
In our experiments, percentage error is used to measure the classification performance. The encoding approach mentioned in Section 3.1 produces encoded image based on Word2Vec word embedding. These encoded images can be used to train and test a CNN. We used AlexNet [9] and Googlenet [12] architectures as base models. We used a publicly available Word2Vec word embedding with default configuration parameters as in [10] to train word vectors on all datasets. Normally, Word2Vec is trained on a large corpus and used in different contexts. However, in our work, we trained this model with the same training set for each dataset.
Parameters setting
We used 20news-bydate dataset to perform a series of experiments with different settings to find out the best configuration for the proposed method. In our first experiment, we changed the space s among visual words and the number of Word2Vec features to identify relationships between these parameters. The result is shown in Table 3 ; we used the best result from this table to perform other experiments shown in Table 4 . We obtained a lower percentage error with higher values of s parameter and higher number of Word2Vec features. The length of feature vector v k (t k ) depends on the nature of the dataset. For example in Fig. 8 , a text document composed of a large number of words cannot be encoded completely using high number of Word2Vec features, because each visual word occupies more space in the encoded image. Furthermore, we found out that error does not decrease linearly with the increase of Word2Vec features, as shown in Table 2 .
We tested various shapes for visual words before selecting the best one, as shown in Fig. 9 (on the left) . We showed that with rectangular shaped visual words, we obtained higher results, as highlighted in Fig. 9 (on the right). Moreover, the space s between visual words plays an important role in the final classification, in fact using a high value for the s parameter, the convolutional layer can effectively distinguish among visual words, also demonstrated from the results in Table 3 . As shown in Fig. 5 , the first level of a CNN (conv1 ) specializes convolution filters in the recognition of a single superpixel. Hence, it is important to distinguish between superpixels of different visual words by increasing the parameter s. These experiments led us to the conclusion that we have a trade-off between the number of Word2Vec features to encode each word and the number of words that can be represented in an image. In fact, increasing the number of Word2Vec features increases the space required in the encoded image to represent a single word. Moreover, this aspect affects the maximum number of words that can fit in an image. The choice of this parameter must be done considering the nature of the dataset, whether it is characterized by short or long text documents. For our experiments, we used a value of 36 for Word2Vec features, considering results presented in Table 2 .
Data augmentation
We showed that the mirror data augmentation technique, successfully used in image classification, is not recommended here because it changes the semantics of the encoded words and can deteriorate the classification performance. Results are presented in Fig. 6 . In addition, we showed that increasing the number of training samples by using the crop parameter, results are improved. More precisely, during the training and test phases, 10 random 227 × 227 crops are extracted from a 256 × 256 image (or proportional crop for different image size, as reported in the leftmost Table 4) and then fed to the network. During the testing phase we extracted a 227 × 227 patch from the center of the image.
Encoded image size
We used various image sizes for the encoding approach. Fig. 7 shows artificial images built on top of Word2Vec features with different sizes. As illustrated in Table 2 , percentage error decreases by increasing the size of an encoded image; however, we observed that sizes above 300 × 300 is computationally intensive; hence, this lead us to chose an image size of 256 × 256, typically used in AlexNet and GoogleNet architectures.
Comparison with other state-of-the-art text classification methods
We compared our approach with state-of-the-art methods. Zhang et al. presented a detailed analysis between traditional and deep learning methods. From the paper, we selected best results and reported them in Table 4 . In addition, we also compared our results with Conneau et al. We obtained state-of-the-art results on DBPedia, Yahoo Answers! and Amazon Polarity datasets, while comparative results on AGnews, Amazon Full and Yelp Full datasets. However, we obtained higher error on Sogou dataset due to the translation process explained in Section 4.
Comparison with state-of-the-art CNNs
We obtained better performance using GoogleNet, as expected. This lead us to believe that recent state-ofthe-art network architectures, such as Residual Network would further improve results. To work successfully with huge datasets and powerful models, a highend hardware and large training time are required, thus we conducted experiments only on 20news-bydate dataset with three network architectures: AlexNet, GoogleNet and ResNet. Results are shown in Table 5 . We achieved better performance with powerful network architecture.
An Application Scenario
Classification Scenario
One of the main advantages of the proposed approach is the ability of converting a text document into the same feature space of an image. We therefore believe that the proposed approach can be exploited to improve the solution of problems requiring the combined use of image and text. For example, an advertisement on e-commerce websites consists of image and text description, therefore it becomes useful to exploit both these sources in a multi-modal strategy.
Therefore, we use two multi-modal datasets to demonstrate that our approach brings significant benefits. The first dataset named Ferramenta dataset [3] consists of 88, 010 advertisements split in 66, 141 adverts for train and 21, 869 for test sets, belonging to 52 classes. We used another publicly available real-world dataset called Amazon Product Data [5] . We randomly selected 10, 000 adverts belonging to 22 classes. Finally, we split 10, 000 advertisements for each class into train and test sets with 7, 500 and 5, 000 advertisements respectively.
Both datasets provide a text and representative image for each advertisement. Text descriptions in Ferramenta dataset are in Italian language and we preferred not to translate to English, because we believe that the translation process would alter the nature of the text descriptions. However, text descriptions in Amazon Product Data dataset are in English. We compare the classification of advertisement using only the encoded text description, only the image and their combination. A sample image for these experiments is shown in Fig. 10 . The model trained on images only for Amazon dataset obtained the following first two predictions: 77.42% Baby and 11.16% Home and Kitchen on this example. While the model trained on the multimodal Amazon dataset obtained the following first two predictions: 100% Baby and 0% Patio Lawn and Garden for the same example. This indicates that our encoding technique leads to a better classification result than the classification of text or image alone. Table 6 shows that the combination of text and image into a single image, outperforms best result obtained using only a uni-modality on both multi-modal datasets. 
Retrieval Scenario
The work in [?] employs our encoding scheme for crossmodal retrieval system. With our encoding scheme, the retrieval system uses a single network trained in an endto-end fashion. The results presented verify that raw text features are not necessary to map text descriptions to a similar embedding space with their respective images.
Conclusion
In this work, we presented a novel text classification approach to transform Word2Vec features of text documents into artificial images to exploit CNNs capabilities for text classification. We obtained state-of-the-art results on some datasets while in other cases our approach obtained comparative results. We showed that the CNN model generally used for image classification is successfully employed for different task such as text classification. As shown in the experiment section, the trend in results clearly show that, we can further improve results with more recent and powerful deep learning models for image classification.
